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PREFACE 

 

First of all, I would like to thank God for His blessing, because without His blessing I 

cannot live my life. Also I would like to express my greatest gratitude to my parents 

who give me full support in all aspects during my life so that I can become who I am 

right now. I would like to thank President University that give me experiences to do 

an internship for 3,5 months and  also my internship advisor, Mr. Suresh Kumar  

thank for his support during my internship period. Last but not least, I would like to 

say thank to Internship Career Center for helping me in completing my internship 

documents to finish my college.   

 

This internship is my very first internship experience. I got so many knowledges 

during my internship. From this internship program, I know the work environment, 

how to communicate well; work in a team and many experiences. This internship 

program is the last requirement to graduate from President University and this 

internship report will explain what I have been doing in PT ALKO MANDIRI as an 

intern in marketing department. 

  

I am glad to being one part of PT ALKO MANDIRI, I would like specially thank Mr. 

Meldon Elliot as General manager and my supervisor who give me this internship 

opportunity, teach me everything about aluminum, teach me how to act and 

communicate with customers and supplier and many other experiences. I also would 

like to thank Mrs. Herlin Herdyantari as my partner in marketing department who 

patiently teach me from the beginning.  

 

I hope that this internship report will be useful for President University and also my 

juniors who will soon do internship. May this report can be use for a good purpose and 

Good luck for all of my juniors in President University and thank you for reading this 

report. 

Cikarang, January 11
th

 2016 

 

 

Valencia  
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1 Background 

Internship is one of the best program prepared by the university. There are 

only several universities that have internship program for their student. 

President University is one of the universities in Indonesia that has a great 

Internship program to prepare their students to have a good career in the 

future. This internship program is one of the big opportunities for student to 

practice and apply their knowledge that they got in the class to the real work. 

During the 14 weeks internship, the student may experience real work 

environment. 

 

As a preparation for building career, internship is a good way to learn and 

practice. In a company, the student will have a supervisor or a mentor that 

will supervise the student and to teach the student about the job and their 

responsibilities during the internship. Internship program might become a 

significant consideration for the company to hire the candidate. Therefore, 

Internship program is very useful for students. 

 

1.2 Internship Purposes  

There are the objectives of the internship program, they are:  

a) To get more experiences about the working environment. 

b) To understand and implement the theory from learning in university to the 

real work. 

c) To learn directly from the experts in its field. 

d) To display appropriate leadership skills. 

e) To begin transition from student to professional. 

f) To hone the teamwork skills. 
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1.3 Internship Benefits  

An internship provides a variety of benefits for student’s future career; here 

are the benefits of internship program that I received:  

a) Practice the knowledge that I got in the class. 

b) Developed my communication and teamwork skills. 

c) I got many connections in the working area, because I often meet the 

distributors and suppliers. 

d) Learned the marketing department management. 

e) Learned new thing that I might not get in the class. 

f) Have an opportunity to excel and possibly land a job with the company. 
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CHAPTER II 

COMPANY PROFILE 

2.1  History of Organization 

Alko Aluminium is Indonesia's choice of aluminium extrusion, offering 

comprehensive solutions in design and engineering, extrusion, surface 

finishes and on time delivery. Alko Aluminium focuses on manufacturing 

precision quality aluminium profiles that serve the architectural, electrical, 

and industrial and transportation sector. 

Alko Aluminium was founded in April 2000 under the name PT. Alko 

Mandiri and since its humble beginnings, has proven to be a major player in 

the aluminium extrusion industry. Alko Aluminium fully-integrated 

production facility located in Cikupa, Tanggerang, is involved with the 

design and supply of dies, billet production and anodizing facility to produce 

the highest quality surface finishes. Alko Mandiri innovative solution to 

many of today's manufacturing challenges come from within the dynamic 

team of qualified local and foreign expertise. 

Alko Mandiri always looking for alternate and efficient methods of 

production, the company utilize the latest technology equipments and 

grateful to have a pool of global partners that support the company business 

objectives. 

2.2  Vision and Mission of Company 

2.2.1 Vision of PT Alko Mandiri 

“WE SERVE, YOU DECIDE” 

 

2.2.2 Mission of PT Alko Mandiri 

Alko Aluminium never forgets that the company does reflect not only on 

themselves, but on their valued customers. When customers choose Alko 
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Aluminium, the quality and craftsmanship of the finish product is 

guaranteed to meet customer’s requirements. Over the years, Alko 

Aluminium Company has developed an enviable reputation as a 

dependable, long term aluminium extruder because Alko Aluminium 

clearly understands that consistent quality is not only paramount to the 

valued customers but also crucial in uplifting Alko Aluminium brand. 

Through the company efforts and resources, Alko Aluminium continues 

to pursue its singular goal: serving the customers through continuous 

support and commitment as a leading force in the aluminium extrusion 

industry. 

2.3  Organization Structure 

The following Chart is Top Management Chart of PT Alko Mandiri: 
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2.4  Core Organization Activities 

PT Alko Mandiri is one of the Indonesia’s leading aluminium extrusions. PT 

Alko Mandiri producing aluminium products by themselves. This below 

flowchart shows the production process: 

 

 

 

The aluminium extrusion process is divided into 3 main sections: 

 Melting 

 Process and prepare the raw material inggot that is needed to make the 

high quality aluminium billet logs in the smelting & casting area. This 

stage is crucial in making good grade aluminium billet which helps 

improve the throughput and quality. 

 Extrusion 

This is where all the aluminium billet is extruded into profiles that are 

designed according to the type and size of dies utilized. All billet logs are 

tunnelled inside a 480˚C combustion gas furnace which is sheared into 

shorter pieces before loaded into the press machine. After the profiles are 

extruded, stretched out and cut, it is hardened inside an ageing furnace 

before applying any surface treatment. 

 Finishing 

Can be in the form of mill finish (MF) when not further application is 

required, anodize treatment or powder coating. All our products are 

checked and rechecked by our tight quality control division responsible for 

detecting and preventing faulty goods being released to our customers. 
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Each department in PT Alko Mandiri have their own target. In production 

department, they have 3 shifts in a day to produce aluminium and they have 

target to produce arround 300 tons in a week therefore, marketing department 

have sales target for each month and they must achieve the target to push the 

production department. There is also delivery department, in delivery 

departmet they also have target to deliver the product to customer in a week to 

avoid overload stock in warehouse. 

  

2.5  Products and Services 

PT Alko Mandiri offers architectural and geometric aluminium products. 

Architectural aluminium products includes : 

 

 

Amplimesh Doors  Louvres  Gypsum Partitions  

 

 

 

 

 

Curtain Walls  Casement Windows  Frameless Doors  

 

  

Window Walls     Swing Doors     Spandrels 

 

 

 

 

Sliding Windows     Sliding Doors           Shopfront 4inch 
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Shopfront 3inch  Rolling Doors  

 

 And the Geometric aluminium products includes: 

 

 

Ceiling Tees     Curtain Track  Diffusers  

 

 

Equal Angels  Equal Channels  Flat Bars  

 

  

Handles  Heatsinks    Rectangular Hollows 

 

 

 

 

 

Round Bars    Round Tubes       Show Cases 
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Square Bars  Square Hollows  Transport  

 

  

Unequal Angels Unequal Channels  Wall boards 

 

There are more than thousands aluminium products that produced by PT Alko 

Mandiri. For architectural and geometric aluminium itself have many 

sections. Each section has different inch, dimensions, weight and perimeter. 

For the finished aluminium profile, PT Alko Mandiri provides several 

finished including Mil Finish (MF), Clear Anodize (CA), and also powder 

coating finish such as Brown, Cream, Black and Artic White. PT Alko 

Mandiri also provides custom profile for aluminium and there is minimal 

order for the custom aluminium.  

 

2.6  Review on The Organization Growth and Trend 

PT Alko Mandiri has received several awards since its establishment. In year 

2012 PT Alko Mandiri has been approved as an aplicator from one of the 

biggest paint company which is PT Jotun Indonesia. PT Alko Mandiri got this 

license is issued and remains valid based on products being applied in strict 

accordance with the current technical data. 

 

In year 2010 PT Alko Mandiri received an award as Best Partner from PT 

Indonesia Asahan Aluminium (INALUM), this company is the producer of 

pure aluminium or can be called as inggot. 
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2.7  SWOT Analysis 

Figure below is the summary of strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and 

threats for PT Alko Mandiri. 

 

STRENGTHS 

- Good quality product 

- Customer loyalty 

- Brand name 

WEAKNESSES 

- High staff turnover 

- Not royal to customers and 

employees 

OPPORTUNITIES 

- New technology 

- Online market 

- Exapand business sector  

THREATS 

- Volatile currencies 

- New Competitors 
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CHAPTER III 

INTERNSHIP ACTIVITIES 

3.1  Job Descriptions and Responsibilities 

As a part of PT Alko Mandiri, I was assigned in marketing department. At the 

beginning of my internship, I was blind about aluminium products. I did not 

know anything about aluminium until my supervisor taught me from the very 

basic about aluminium. First, my supervisor told me not to memorize all the 

products because it was too many. There were thousands of product and each 

product has their own section number, therefore it is not easy to memorize all 

the section number of the products. Then my supervisor started explaining to 

me about the process of producing aluminium, about the competitors and 

pricing.  

 

My supervisor told me that my main job is to maintaining a good relation 

with customers and my supervisor give me responsible to handle all 

customers that located in Jabotabek area. I should visit the customer from 

Monday until Friday to asking for order, to asking the urgent product, follow 

up the delivery, and solving the complain from the customers.  

 

Once in a week, especially on Tuesday my supervisor and I go to the factory 

to do a meeting with the production and planning department. During the 

meeting, usually I will give the list of urgent product to the production 

department and also I will tell them about the reject product that complained 

by customers. I also have responsible to achieve sales target for each month. 

In the office I have to make a sales report for my supervisor about the amount 

order every week and preapred a sales report every month about the last price 

and total order in a month of the customers. 

 

The other job are I helped the marketing admin to prepare the confirmation 

order for the customers and also sometimes I helped the admin to prepare the 

job order for factory.  
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3.2  Challenges 

During my first week of internship, my office environment was not 

interesting because of the people were individualist. The people in my office 

like did not care with my existence and also in my department the people 

were not friendly. It was hard during my first week of internship and as the 

time goes by I can adapt with the environment. Unfortunatly, finance 

department in my company are have not good realtion with marketing 

department therefore it is hard to communicate and got information about 

work then I have to be netral and work professional in this company.  

 

At the beginning of my internship, it is also hard for me to learn about 

aluminium. However, slowly I can memorize several products and got 

knowledge about the raw materials of the aluminium. As a marketing 

department, I have to visit the customer from Monday until Friday and its was 

not easy for me to memorizing the location of each customer in Jabotabek 

area. Then after a month I visiting the customers with my supervisor, I can 

memorize several location of my customer in Jakarta.  

 

The challenges also when I have to faced the complain of the customers, I 

have to be patient and solving the complain from the customer. Usually 

customers always complain about price and the reject product. In the 

beginning, it is not easy for me to negotiate and solving the problem. 

Customers always ask for cheaper price and they always compare our 

products with the competitors products. However, after I often got complains 

I can faced the customers patiently. 
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CHAPTER IV 

PERSONAL RESULTS/EVALUATION/POINTS 

LEARNED 

 

Doing internship in PT Alko Mandiri helped me a lot as a business student to 

understand the strategy of business especially in marketing department in 3, 5 months. 

My internship was focused on maintaining customer relation and also handling the 

delivery process. It was a great experience to involve directly in the environment.  

 

Internship is a good opportunity given by the university to make me realize how 

important the knowledge, skills that we learn and get in the university life and 

combine it with the real works environment to get such new experiences. It will 

become the experiences to make me able, compete with others after graduate. To do 

internship, I can get to know how to face people, clients, who have different 

personality, nature in the work environment, are learn during the internship, and I 

believe it will be useful for the future because as a human, we can be not separated 

with others. To face people, a skill to able communicates, fuse with them are 

important and not as easy as we know, and internship is really helpful to learn such 

skill. 

 

This internship helps me to understand better about the management flow in a 

company and I can apply the knowledge that I got in the class to the real work. Most 

of skill and knowledge that I learned during my internship period are communication 

skill, decision making, problem solving, negotiation skill, team work skill and also I 

got so many knowledge about aluminium. I learned about the process of making 

aluminium, calculating the custom aluminium and about the coating aluminium 

products. My supervisor gave me responsibilities to handle customers in Jabotabek 

area. I had to maintain a good relation with the customers and I had to achieve my 

target each month.  
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CHAPTER V 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

5.1 Recommendation for PT Alko Mandiri 

I believe that PT Alko Mandiri should provide more interesting company 

environment for its employee and should treat well its employee. 

 

5.2 Recommendation for President University 

President University should provide direct link and corporation to big 

company, therefore it is easier for student to get good internship place. 
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